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MS. ERBE:  This week on “To the Contrary,” up first, a look at what women’s 

issues shaped 2005.  Then, a look ahead at what’s up for women, children, families and 

communities of color in 2006. 

 

(Musical break.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  Hello.  I’m Bonnie Erbe.  Happy New Year, and welcome to “To the 

Contrary,” a discussion of news and social trends from diverse perspectives.  Up first: 

2005, the year in review. 

 

From the war in Iraq to women priests to women country leaders, women 

influenced history in 2005.  The year began with a family feud that grew into a national 

maelstrom.  Congress and the president petition for the federal courts to step in and save 

the life of Terri Schiavo, a woman who had been in a vegetative state for 15 years.  This 

launched a political war over the federal government’s role in a person’s right to life or 

death.   

 

The right to choose also repeatedly topped headlines, especially those involving 

Supreme Court nominations.  During confirmation hearings, now Chief Justice John 

Roberts avoided a direct answer on whether he would vote to overturn Roe v. Wade, the 

Supreme Court decision legalizing abortion on a national scale, but his conservative 

background and obvious intellect allowed him to easily win confirmation.  This wasn’t 

the case for Harriet Miers.  With a scant paper trail, neo-conservatives led a rebellion 

against her, claiming she lacked conservative and legal credentials.  Miers withdrew her 

nomination.  As even First Lady Laura Bush hinted, sexism may have been a factor in the 

revolt against her.  Now with the nomination of Judge Samuel Alito liberal women’s 

rights groups worry if confirmed he’ll vote to overturn Roe v. Wade. 

 

Political battles weren’t the only storms to shape the year.  In August, the country 

stood still and watched as Hurricane Katrina swept the Mississippi Delta, ravaging areas 

in Louisiana, Alabama, and Mississippi, and brought the issue of women, families and 

poverty front and center.  The Bush administration was accused of not responding fast 

enough or doing enough to help the thousands of families displaced by Katrina.  This, 

along with Americans losing hope for the seemingly endless war in Iraq, helped push the 

president’s job approval rating to an all-time low. 

 

And in a little noticed but potentially very important move, the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics stopped collecting payroll data that includes workers’ gender.  The Labor 

Department said the move will save companies a lot of paperwork, but women’s rights 

groups say it’s now much harder to track women’s progress or backsliding in the 

workplace.  Outside the U.S.  women beat the odds and became country leaders for the 

first time in Germany and Liberia.  Here at home there was one woman president, on TV 

at least, with ABC’s hit drama, “Commander in Chief,” about the first female president 

of the United States, leaving political wags such as “To the Contrary” pundits to ask, will 

this pave the way for a Hillary or Condi run in ‘08? 

 



So Congresswoman Norton, did women move backward or forward in ‘05? 

 

MS. NORTON:  Bonnie, considering the distance yet to go, when Congress and 

the administration keep women treading water they can’t be moving forward. 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  We live in a land of freedom and opportunity, and there’s 

always room for women to move forward. 

 

MS. BEYER:  I think women moved backwards and government moved forward 

in encroaching on some very fundamental personal freedoms. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  You know, the glass is not half empty, it’s half full.  Whether 

you live here in the United States or somewhere abroad, women continue to move 

forward. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Move forward in what way and move backward in what ways? 

 

MS. BERNARD:  Well, what we just took a look at talked about that we have a 

chancellor in Germany who’s a woman.  We have the first woman president –  

 

MS. ERBE:  What about –  

 

MS. BERNARD:   – in Liberia. 

 

MS. ERBE:   – here in this country? 

 

MS. BERNARD:  We’re moving – we’re opening our own businesses.  The 

gender gap is closing.  The wage gap is closing.  We continue to move forward. 

 

MS. NORTON:  The wage gap has stayed stagnant now for at least ten years.  

The gap – the income gap in our country between the rich and the poor affects women 

more than anybody else.  Women have been entirely on the defensive this year.  We have 

been trying to get the administration to stop doing everything it can administratively to 

take choice back.  We are now living in great fear that his two most recent appointments 

to the Supreme Court are going to retract choice.  I defy anyone to name on major 

advancement for women this year.  I can’t think of one. 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  I can.  The white collar (exemption ?) rules the Labor 

Department passed and new regulations that came out that helped low-income workers, 

who are typically women and immigrant workers.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Help them how? 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  Apparently from now on people who are making under 22 or 

$23,000 a year.  You can’t automatically categorize them wrong and say that they are 

executive workers when in fact they’re a secretary or they should have been an hourly 



worker.  The rules have been trying to – they’ve tried to update and put 30 years in both 

Republican and Democratic administrations and no one succeeded.  This administration 

did, and it’s helping a lot of low-income workers so you can’t deny them overtime 

anymore. 

 

MS. BEYER:  Well, I think that’s great, but what I think we saw in the headlines 

this year, starting with Terri Schiavo, then with – for two years now the FDA has tabled 

Plan B, clearly letting ideology trump the best medical advice of all of those experts that 

our taxpayer dollars are paying for at the FDA, and then we have 12 states considering 

conscience clause laws that would allow pharmacists not to fill my birth control 

prescription.  Now, I think all of these things show a dangerous trend toward letting 

fundamentalist religious ideas rule here; ironically, while we’re fighting a war in Iraq to 

create a secular democracy.  We say we want to export secular democracies, but what 

we’re doing in this country clearly shows an erosion of the separation of church and state. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  It sounds as if we’re screaming “The sky is falling” here in the 

United States, and I just don’t see it.  We don’t live in a perfect world. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Well, let me throw one statistic at you. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  Sure. 

 

MS. ERBE:  I mean, it’s interesting to me because the administration pushed for – 

you know, Iraq just enacted its constitution or whatever you want to call it and there are 

quotas for women legislators in that law: 25 percent of the Iraqi legislature, with the U.S. 

pushing them in that direction, has to be women.  Congress: 14 percent.  And a really 

stunning report came out this year from the Rutgers Center for American Women in 

Politics showing that the number of women in state legislatures, the pool from which all 

the members of Congress usually come, or the female governors, female senators come, 

dropped back by about 4 percent.  Also, the Radio TV News Directors Association most 

recent survey shows women news – and again, so we’re talking about executive 

management, media, politics – 25 percent in 2003, 21 percent in 2004.  Why?  The 

administration is relaxing rules on minority ownership and affirmative action.  So how do 

you see women moving ahead? 

 

MS. BERNARD:  I think there’s absolutely no way we can compare an American 

woman’s life to a woman in Iraq. There are situations where quotas are clearly needed, 

and Iraq is one of those situations.  But we’re not living in a country where we are 

persecuted, maimed, and murdered because we are women.  It’s a very, very different 

situation. 

 

MS. NORTON:  Well, thank God.  I mean, does that mean we’re moving 

forward?  Look, we ought to face it: women are on the defensive, and that’s what’s 

happened this year.  It’s what’s happened, frankly, for the last several years.  And women 

have got to figure out a strategy for moving forward.  For example, Karen’s example –  

 



MS. ERBE:  Well, what about the women who would say – conservative women 

who would say that President Clinton, because of the scandal he got into with Monica 

Lewinsky, he was the one who was not paying – you know, not advancing women’s 

rights, whereas President Bush is. 

 

MS. NORTON:  He didn’t advance that woman’s right, but every – (laughter) – 

everybody agrees that during the Clinton years there was primary focus on ways to, for 

example, reduce income gap, family medical leave.  I mean, these were years of 

advancement for women.  But to show you just how poorly this administration has done, 

the very example that Karen cited as a gain also took overtime pay from many workers 

just a little further up the scale who were earning it.  So what the Republicans did was to 

say in order to give you some, we’re going to take overtime pay from some of who have 

it.  And you know what, in this country we never take away things, and that’s what you 

did in your Labor Department. 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  That’s not what happened.  From my understanding, since 

the rules went into effect, not a single person has complained about losing their overtime 

pay.  It was true that higher income workers may have been able to lose any overtime, but 

that hasn’t happened. 

 

MS. NORTON:  Because it’s statutory.  They can’t –  

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  Hasn’t happened. 

 

MS. NORTON:  – do anything about it. 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  There were claims from the left saying that 8 million people 

were going to be left out of their overtime.  It simply hasn’t happened. 

 

MS. BEYER:  But let’s talk about the low-income earner and let’s talk about 

poverty, because the face of poverty in this country is the face of a woman trying to take 

care of her children.  And poverty has gone up every year for the last five years.  Now, 

the middle class is not doing so great either.  They’ve had flat median income for four 

years.  When you look at what is happening to these people in poverty and then you look 

at the House bill that they’re trying to work through right now – it cuts tuition assistance, 

it cuts food stamps, it cuts Medicare – and you say, what does this say about us as a 

people as we make all these tax cuts for the rich and we cut these programs that are 

helping these women and these families.  I think clearly this has been a very tough time 

for women. 

 

MS. ERBE:  But is the burden not been on women to protest the cuts that they 

don’t like?  I mean, you don’t hear – it’s not like the ‘60s where people were out in the 

street –  

 

MS. NORTON:  And watch for a gender gap.  You’re going to see it in the ‘06 

elections.  You’re going to say it in the ‘08 elections.  It’s going to be payback time 



because when you’re talking about those cuts – I mean, you’re talking three-fourths of 

those cuts are going to fall on women.  So –  

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  Only in Washington can you say that not increasing 

something by 10 percent of 7 percent is a cut.  In fact, a lot of these programs grow.  

They don’t grow at the rate of other programs, but a 2 percent increase in a program is 

still a cut in Washington. 

 

MS. ERBE:  One final stat I want to ask you about.  And again, not to put you on 

the defensive, but facts are facts.  In President Clinton’s cabinet over eight years he 

appointed 14 women.  President Bush in five years has appointed six women.  So more 

than half or his administration is over.  Yes, Condi Rice, first African-American secretary 

of state certainly, but who did more for women and what does that say about the progress 

of women and women of color on a national political basis? 

 

MS. BERNARD:  I mean, I think history and time will tell.  I think that we do a 

disservice to just say, oh, Condi Rice, yes, yes, yes, that’s great.  I mean, we really have 

to look.  The president has appointed Condi Rice, Karen Hughes, Dina Powell.  He’s got 

a lot of very, very powerful women in his administration and I think whether it’s six 

women or 14 women, I think it’s inconsequential. 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  He also hasn’t had as much turnover as there were in prior 

administrations.  A lot of the women who are high-powered – a lot his cabinet secretaries 

are still in place there. 

 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  Speaking of turnover, how we go from a look to the past 

to a look to the future. 

 

(Begin video clip.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  2006 will be a busy year for women in politics.  In early January, 

Senate confirmation hearings for Judge Samuel Alito begin.  There’s talk of a filibuster, 

but now it’s considered a long shot and he’s expected to be confirmed.  Then there’s the 

budget battle.  The Republican-controlled House and Senate will be targeting programs 

that benefit poor women, minorities, and working families for cuts.  At stake are billions 

of dollars for social services including welfare and Medicare, while Republicans push to 

extend President Bush’s tax cuts.  Overshadowing it all will be the 2006 elections.  The 

big question is if the president’s approval ratings will stay low and thus limit his ability to 

help Republican candidates.  The president made slight gains in some December polls, 

but those gains are mostly among men, not women.  There is talk the GOP could lose 

control of the House or the Senate. 

 

MS. ELEANOR SMEAL:  There should be losses.  There should be some real 

change.  You have not only an unpopular war, you have the (eating ?) of money so that 

all the domestic programs are robbed.  I mean, in New Orleans it’s not just the botching 

of Katrina; it’s the botching of the recovery. 



 

DR. JAMIE SHOW CROUSE:  I think the president has really erred in the last 

few months in ignoring the opposition to the war in Iraq.  I think he thought that once the 

election was over that that was just a politically-motivated complaint and that all the 

criticism of the war would be muted once the election was over.  He still, quite frankly, 

has a long way to go to gain back the credibility that he’s lost on that issue, and of course 

that will affect the midterm elections. 

 

MS. ERBE:  One-third of the Senate and the entire House will be up for reelection 

in November 2006.  There may be as few as four and as many as 20 open House seats 

and at least two open Senate seats.  Will women fill any of these vacancies? 

 

MS. SMEAL:  Neither party is really doing the recruiting job it should be doing.  

And in fact, what we have is both parties doing incumbent protection, so that you have – 

you’re lucky if you have a 2-percent change in Congress a year right now.  That means 

98 percent of the House gets reelected – 98, sometimes 99.  It’s gerrymandering, meaning 

that you pack in all Republicans or all Democrats so there’s really no competition.  If 

there’s no competition in the primary, there’s no competition period.  And in that –  in 

this climate, instead of the parties, you know, trying to figure out how can you have much 

more diversity, much more representation, for example, of women, there’s just very little 

recruiting going on. 

 

DR. SHAW CROUSE:  The conservative point of view of course is against 

quotas.  We believe that there ought to be a free market of ideas and a free market of 

elections so that there’s nobody who says that, say, 25 percent of the Representatives or 

the Senators ought to be women or that anybody who’s serving on a committee in a 

community organization or any office ought to be 50 percent women. 

 

MS. ERBE:  We will also continued battles over emergency contraception.  The 

FDA has yet to issue its ruling on over-the-counter sales of Plan B.  Approval or not, 

states will have to deal with pharmacists who refuse to provide it with or without a 

prescription. 

 

DR. SHAW CROUSE:  When you talk about the pharmacists, for instance, who 

refused to fill some prescriptions, that’s a matter of freedom.  A businessperson has the 

right to say, this is what I will do and this is not what I will do.  I mean, there’s a 

pharmacy on every corner.  Where I work there are four pharmacies within very close 

walking distance, so if one does not provide the service that I need, I am perfectly free to 

go to another one.  So I think we have to balance the freedom of so-called women’s rights 

against the freedom that everybody has to conduct their business within the framework of 

their particular values and beliefs. 

 

MS. SMEAL:  You’re making birth control controversial.  It’s serious for young 

women.  And then, as you know, one regulation after another passed by these almost all-

male legislatures almost all over the age of what?  Certainly out of childbearing ages or – 



let’s face it, unless they have a young spouse – passing laws that are restricting, 

restricting, restricting the access to abortion. 

 

MS. ERBE:  States will be considering anti-gay marriage laws in the courts and in 

the legislatures.  The main battleground will be Massachusetts where opponents of same-

sex unions have gathered thousands of signatures for a petition to put a constitutional 

amendment banning gay marriage on the ballot.  Women’s health will be front and center 

early in the year, with major reports from the Women’s Health Initiative dealing with 

breast cancer, colon cancer and heart disease.  The reports are expected to fuel the debate 

over whether the medical system is devoting enough resources to help understand the 

differences between men’s health and women’s health.  And we can be sure the debate 

will continue over equal pay, glass ceilings, super-moms, stay-at-home moms, workplace 

flexibility, education, Title IX, childcare, and the role of women in society. 

 

DR. SHAW CROUSE:  One of the things that I think this administration has got – 

not got enough credit for is the work that it’s done for women overseas.  We all are 

familiar of course with Afghanistan and Iraq and the progress that has been made there 

for women, but on a broader scale the work against female genital mutilation, the work 

against sex trafficking, the work against the exploitation of women, and in this country 

violence against women, the work against abuse of women. 

 

MS. SMEAL:  One of the most disturbing things is the stacking of the federal 

courts with anti-women’s rights and anti-civil rights appointments.  That could set us 

back years.  And that is – not only affects this generation, but it could affect the next. 

 

(End video clip.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  Michelle Bernard, what’s going to affect women’s advancement and 

communities of color’s advancement in ‘06 the most:, the appointment if it happens of 

Judge Alito to the Supreme Court, the ‘06 elections, conservative politics? 

 

MS. BEYER:  Actually, I think it’s going to be a sort of smorgasbord of all of 

that.  Whoever is appointed to the Supreme Court is going to have a lot of input on things 

such as affirmative action, what type of things are permissible in a workplace and are not 

permissible.  I think what happens in the elections across the country is going to have a 

big impact on women and also communities of color. 

 

MS. NORTON:  You get to go to the polls every two years, and some every two 

years are more important than others.  This turns out to be an absolutely critical two 

years.  Women aren’t able to point to very specific things that they like.  Wherever we 

stand you’re not going to have women jumping up and saying, this has been a wonderful 

year for me.  Watch out for that kind of year because that’s the kind of the year that 

wakes women up.  And one thing I am almost certain we will see is another humongous 

gender gap.  Bush is not going to have women again on the war, because looks what’s 

happened to the war, and that’s all he had them on in the first place. 

 



MS. ERBE:  Well, what he won in ‘04 was the married white women’s vote.  He 

didn’t win single women’s vote and he didn’t win women of color vote.  How is that 

going to translate into the congressional elections in ‘06? 

 

MS. NORTON:  Well, it’s going to translate because the women who led – even 

before Jack Murtha, even before the polls went down, the women who led are the women 

who had sons in the war.  And now what you have are parents, and especially women, 

who say, well, wait a minute, I don’t want these recruiters into the high school.  I want 

my kid to just have the kind of normal life.  And I don’t think you’ll see mothers running 

to the defense of a president who hasn’t shown now that he can defend them. 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  I think that this is an important election, but I think if women 

go to the polls in large numbers it’s going to be because they want to see more domestic 

issues like education and healthcare at the forefront instead of perhaps just the war.  

Women are very –  

 

MS. ERBE:  But how do you think the president – well, the president’s party, I 

should say, is going to do in ‘06 with – given the statistics that we just talked about of 

how the women’s vote split in ‘04? 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  I think both parties are going to have a surprise wake-up call.  

I don’t think it’s going to be a shoe-in for anybody.  I think you’re going to see a lot of 

Democrats thrown out and a lot of Republicans thrown out, and I think because of some 

of the changes we will –  

 

MS. ERBE:  By women voters? 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  I think by all voters, but I’d be surprise if women came out 

in large numbers.  I don’t know that they’re galvanized on enough of these issues to go 

out and –  

 

MS. BERNARD:  But by the scandals.  Women are tired of the scandals. 

 

MS. BEYER:  Yes. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  And I think it’s going to affect the Republican and the 

Democratic parties significantly. 

 

MS. BEYER:  I have to weigh in on that one because when you say we’re going 

to be throwing people out in the Democratic and Republican party, I know at least the 

Senate they’ve done polling and the incumbent Democratic senators are at least ten points 

ahead of every – the most viable challengers they can think of in those particular states, 

so they are feeling very confident that they are going to hang onto this incumbents. 

 

MS. ERBE:  They who?  They the Democrats? 

 



MS. BEYER:  The Republican – the –  

 

MS. ERBE:  Democrat. 

 

MS. BEYER:  The Democratic Senate Campaign Committee has reported to me 

that they’ve also out raised two to one the RSCC, which is very unusual for the 

Democrats, and in part this is because of the Abramoff and all the scandals and maybe 

it’s had a chilling effect on their money.  But they always say the first primary is the 

money.  Well, we’re doing very well on the money.  All we have to do is pick up six 

seats.  And they’re feeling moderately confident this could happen. 

 

MS. ERBE:  We talk about, Michelle, the women being galvanized – you brought 

it up – by the congressional scandals.  What about Katrina and communities of color?  Is 

that going to galvanize? 

 

MS. BERNARD:  Absolutely.  I think we will – I think, and I actually hope, 

because I think it’s important in a democracy for everyone who is eligible to vote to go 

out and vote, and I think we will see large numbers of people who have not voted in the 

past, whether they are women, whether they are members of various minority 

communities, go out and go to the ballot box and vote, and they should. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Vote how? 

 

MS. BERNARD:  I think that we will see significant numbers of people in the 

minority community, particularly in the areas that were affected by Hurricane Katrina, 

probably vote against the Republican Party.  We will never be able in this lifetime to get 

away from those images of hundreds of thousands of people on –  

 

MS. NORTON:  Yeah, Katrina set the –  

 

MS. BERNARD:  – rooftops begging for help. 

 

MS. NORTON:  – president back.  Yeah, Katrina set – he slightly increased in the 

black community.  And what I think Katrina has done –  

 

MS. ERBE:  What do you mean he slightly – 

 

MS. NORTON:  The president slightly increased in the election his current – it 

wasn’t much, but it was a slight increase.  Now I think Katrina will hurt him with 

Hispanics where he was really – the Republicans were depending upon –  

 

MS. BEYER:  I don’t know. 

 

MS. NORTON:  – because the immigration now has a huge backlash. 

 



MS. BEYER:  But the other thing is, it wasn’t just Katrina.  After Katrina, 

everybody was declaring another war on poverty which lasted about as long as the year 

of the woman, which was ten minutes.  (Laughter.)  And the reason – but I think what’s 

brought it up again is watching this budget fight.  And you see the Republicans all lined 

up to bring for the fifth time these heavy-duty tax cuts for the wealthy and cuts for the 

poor, and people are beginning to understand that this is not fair. 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  I think what Katrina has really brought to people’s attention 

is the inaction and inability of government to make decisions at a federal, state and local 

level. 

 

MS. ERBE:  That’s true. 

 

MS. CZARNECKI:  People keep forgetting there was a Democrat woman in 

charge of the state – she’s the governor of Louisiana – who couldn’t seem to work with 

the federal government, notwithstanding whatever offers of aid there were. 

 

MS. NORTON:  The face of Katrina was a black child.  That is what is going to 

linger at the polls into ‘06. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  Yeah.  The other thing that’s interesting, just to go back to the 

– we touched on the Hispanic community, it’s unrelated to Katrina, but there are a lot of 

Hispanics who felt that the president promised them a Hispanic nominee to the Supreme 

Court, and it’ll be interesting to see if that translates at all to an increase or a decrease in 

votes amongst the Hispanic population in the ‘06 election. 

 

MS. BEYER:  And that’s another thing that we really haven’t talked about, which 

is that the Supreme Court – you know, we used to have two women on the Supreme 

Court.  Now we only have one woman on the Supreme Court. 

 

MS. ERBE:  If Alito is confirmed. 

 

MS. BEYER:  If Alito is – but it looks clear that whoever is going to be 

nominated is going to be from the very short list of the far right – another grand slam 

home run. 

 

MS. ERBE:  And we’re out of time.  That’s it for this edition of “To the 

Contrary.”  Next week, Catherine Crier talks about her new book, “How the Right is 

Wronging America.”  Whether your views are in agreement or to the contrary, please join 

us next time. 

 

(End of program.) 


